



Vocal comsideration in child
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Abstract
In the  elementary school course of revised in Heisei 10th,fiscal year, “Sang  voice that did not
Overwork  natural the description were changed from ”head register utterance for the ut feelings of
the teacher initaiation  type in a vocal valuing were ruined, and there worry that the number of
children of  hated song increased,too.
It was able to be understood that there was an intention that it followed and it wanted to take the
[Sita] utterance to each tune. 
Moreover,the child investigated the questionnaire and the teacher of the site elementary school how
to express the opinion that did not overwore nature understood and were execting the utterance. It
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とアニメーションキャラクターのたとえ（日吉：2 0 0 6
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